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Abstract. Monitoring of quiescent volcanoes, such as Campi Flegrei (Italy),3
involves the measurement of geochemical and geophysical parameters that4
are expected to change as eruptive conditions approach. Some of these changes5
are associated with the hydrothermal activity that is driven by the release6
of heat and magmatic fluids. This work focuses on the properties of the porous7
medium and on their effects on the signals generated by the circulating flu-8
ids. The TOUGH2 porous media flow model is applied to simulate a shal-9
low hydrothermal system fed by a source of magmatic fluids. The simulated10
activity of the source, with periods of increased fluid discharge, generates changes11
in gas composition, gravity, and ground deformation. The same boundary12
conditions and source activity were applied to simulate the evolution of ho-13
mogeneous and heterogeneous systems, characterized by different rock prop-14
erties. Phase distribution, fluid composition, and the related signals depend15
on the nature and properties of the rock sequence through which the fluids16
propagate. Results show that the distribution of porosity and permeability17
affects all the observable parameters, controlling the timing and the ampli-18
tude of their changes through space and time. Preferential pathways for fluid19
ascent favor a faster evolution, with larger changes near permeable channels.20
Slower changes over wider areas characterize less permeable systems. These21
results imply that monitoring signals do not simply reflect the evolution of22
the magmatic system: intervening rocks leave a marked signature that should23
be taken into account when monitoring data are used to infer system con-24
ditions at depth.25
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1. Introduction
The evolution of hydrothermal activity is monitored in many active volcanic areas, such26
as Campi Flegrei (Italy), because of its relation to the magmatic system at depth. A mag-27
matic component is commonly recognized in the fluids discharged in volcanic areas: the28
abundance, temperature, and composition of this component are expected to change as29
the volcano approaches eruptive conditions. Significant changes in the magmatic system30
that feeds the hydrothermal circulation should be accompanied by measurable changes of31
observable parameters such as gas composition, temperature, flow rate, or the extent of32
the degassing area. Several geophysical parameters also depend on circulating hydrother-33
mal fluids and hence reflect changes in the magmatic source: gravity is affected by the34
underground redistribution of gas and liquid phases, and by their composition; changes35
in pore pressure and fluid temperature act on the porous rock and may cause significant36
amounts of ground deformation [Todesco et al., 2004; Hurwitz et al., 2007; Hutnak et al.,37
2009; Rinaldi et al., 2010].38
Monitoring carried out at the Campi Flegrei caldera during the last 40 years highlighted39
different unrest phases, when all of the mentioned observables underwent changes, followed40
by quiet periods. Two major episodes of unrest occurred in 1969-72 and 1982-84 and were41
accompanied by remarkable ground displacement (or bradyseism): the maximum uplift42
was measured at the caldera center, near the town of Pozzuoli, and reached values up43
to +1.7 m, in 1972, and +1.8 m, in 1984. A long lasting subsidence begun in 1985,44
and was periodically interrupted by minor (cm), short-lasting (months) uplifts in 1989,45
1994, 2000, and 2006. Each unrest episode, either large or small, was accompanied by46
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changes of various geochemical and geophysical parameters. Shallow seismicity (< 4 km)47
was recorded during each uplift phases, and in 1984 caused the evacuation of the town48
of Pozzuoli. Gravity changes are also measured within the caldera, with greater changes49
observed near the caldera center [Barberi et al., 1984; Berrino et al., 1984; Orsi et al.,50
1999; Troise et al., 2007]. The caldera hosts a large hydrothermal system which feeds51
fumarolic activity and diffuse degassing both offshore and inland [Allard et al., 1991; De52
Natale et al., 1991; Tedesco et al., 1990; Tedesco, 1994]. Inland, the hydrothermal activity53
is mostly concentrated within the Solfatara crater, close to the caldera center. During each54
unrest event, the composition of fumarolic gases changed through time, with an increase55
of the relative content of magmatic CO2. Maximum CO2 enrichment are reached several56
months after the maximum uplift. Changes were detected also in the rate of diffuse ground57
degassing and in the size of the degassing area [Chiodini et al., 2001, 2003, 2009; Chiodini ,58
2009]. The unrest events at Campi Flegrei, as at other calderas, have been interpreted in59
the literature as driven by magmatic processes at depth, involving the ascent of heat and60
magmatic fluids [Newhall and Dzurisin, 1988; Sorey et al., 2003; Villemant et al., 2005].61
Interactions between deep magmatic gases and the shallower hydrothermal system can62
be regarded as the potential trigger for most of the phenomena observed during recent63
unrest periods at Campi Flegrei [Battaglia et al., 2006; Bodnar et al., 2007; Casertano64
et al., 1976; Chiodini et al., 2001, 2003; Chiodini , 2009; De Natale et al., 2001; Lima65
et al., 2009; Orsi et al., 1996, 1999]. Numerical modeling of hydrothermal fluid circulation66
has shown that the observed trends depend on the temporal evolution of a deep source of67
magmatic fluids [Chiodini et al., 2003; Todesco and Berrino, 2005]. Fumarole composition68
and especially gravity were shown to be sensitive to the properties and evolution of the69
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deep source of fluids, and in particular, to the rate at which magmatic fluids enter the70
hydrothermal circulation [Todesco, 2009]. A significant fraction of the ground deformation71
observed during the unrest episodes can also be ascribed to changes in the circulation of72
hydrothermal fluids and the associated thermal and mechanical effects [Todesco et al.,73
2004; Rinaldi et al., 2010].74
The existence of a relation between the evolution of a magmatic source at depth and75
different observable parameters is the conceptual base for interpretation of monitoring76
data and for short-term hazard evaluation. However, different processes, possibly unre-77
lated to the presence of a degassing magma body, may lead to similar changes, so that78
the interpretation of monitoring data is not always straightforward [Todesco, 2008, 2009].79
The properties of the host rocks influence the way in which different signals are gener-80
ated and transmitted to the surface. This is particularly relevant at Campi Flegrei where81
seismic data have shown the presence of large heterogeneities at shallow depths, likely82
to be associated with the presence of fluids [Judenherc and Zollo, 2004; Chiarabba and83
Moretti , 2006; Tramelli et al., 2006; Bruno et al., 2007; Zollo et al., 2008]. Large contrasts84
between the elastic properties of different rock layers are known to affect the pattern of85
deformation [Crescentini and Amoruso, 2007; Amoruso et al., 2007] while differences in86
porosity and permeability are expected to control the propagation of the circulating fluids87
and the distribution of the fluid phases.88
In this work, we focus on the effects of rock properties and their spatial distribution on89
the evolution of selected observables. Numerical simulations run with the same boundary90
conditions highlight differences that arise from the assumption of different permeabilities,91
for both homogeneous and heterogeneous systems. Results show that the characteristics92
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of the porous medium substantially control the response of the hydrothermal system to93
the applied boundary conditions, controlling both the range of variation and the temporal94
evolution of the observable signals. These results emphasize the importance of a careful95
definition of in situ rock properties and suggest a great caution when monitored signals96
are used to infer magmatic conditions.97
2. The simulated hydrothermal system
This paper follows previous research works aimed at interpretation of monitoring data98
collected at the Campi Flegrei caldera [Todesco et al., 2003; Chiodini et al., 2003; Todesco99
et al., 2004; Todesco and Berrino, 2005; Todesco, 2009; Rinaldi et al., 2010]. According to100
the conceptual model developed for this caldera, its recent evolution has been controlled101
by a pulsating source of magmatic fluids, with unrest periods characterized by higher flow102
rate and CO2 content [Chiodini et al., 2003]. Numerical simulations of hydrothermal fluid103
circulation were performed with the TOUGH2 model [Pruess et al., 1999] and describe104
the coupled flow of heat and fluids within a shallow hydrothermal system fed by a deeper105
source of hot water vapor and CO2. Modeling results were compared with observed gas106
composition and gravity data in order to define the source behavior, i.e., assign the timing,107
flow rates and gas composition for both the unrest and the quiet periods [Chiodini et al.,108
2003; Todesco and Berrino, 2005]. Following this procedure, and applying the same model,109
we simulate here the same sequence of unrest and quiet periods (Table 1). In this case, we110
investigate how heterogeneous rock properties affect the evolution of selected observables111
parameters, compared to results obtained employing a homogeneous domain.112
The two-dimensional, axisymmetric computational domain is 10 km wide radially and113
1.5 km deep: it was discretized into 2580 elements with radial dimensions ranging from 25114
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to 3196 m and thickness from 5 to 25 m. The inlet of hot fluids is placed at the bottom of115
the domain, near the symmetry axis, and injects fluids at fixed enthalpy (corresponding116
to ca. 623 K). The composition of injected fluids is reported in Table 1 for both the unrest117
and the quiet times.118
Relative permeability is described according to the function proposed by Corey [1954],119
with irreducible gas and liquid saturations of 0.05 and 0.33, respectively. Capillary pres-120
sure is calculated as a linear function of liquid saturation, where saturation is above the121
irreducible value, and is set equal to 0.01 MPa, for liquid fractions below the irreducible122
saturation.123
The different rock domains that characterize the heterogeneous systems are shown in124
Figure 1. Three horizontal layers are chosen to represent the shallow stratigraphy of125
the Campi Flegrei caldera, where a rather continuous layer of Neapolitan Yellow Tuff126
separates more permeable shallow rocks from the deeper and older volcanics and marine127
sediments emplaced after the Campanian Ignimbrite eruption [Orsi et al., 1996; Rosi and128
Sbrana, 1987]. A high-permeability channel is placed at the symmetry axis to represent129
the feeding system for the fumaroles at Solfatara, the major site of gas discharge in the130
caldera. The effective heat and fluid transfer underneath Solfatara is likely due to the131
presence of highly fractured and permeable materials. The permeable channel is as wide132
as the Solfatara crater. In some simulation, a transition zone with intermediate values of133
rock permeability is placed between the vertical channel and the horizontal layers.134
The choice of the permeability to assign to the different rock domain in the model is a135
delicate task. Permeability can vary over orders of magnitude: changes with rock type,136
with depth and degree of alteration, and evolves through time [Ingebritsen and Manning ,137
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2010; Manning and Ingebritsen, 1999]. Some permeability measurements were carried out138
on rock samples at Campi Flegrei. According to these data, permeability of the Neapoli-139
tan Yellow Tuff ranges from 10−14 to 10−13 m2, whereas samples from the Campanian140
Ignimbrite range from 1.6x10−16 to 10−13 m2[Peluso and Arienzo, 2007; Vanorio et al.,141
2002]. Some data also derive from the deep geothermal drillings: permeability values were142
obtained from core samples and well test data but only for the wells in the western por-143
tion of the caldera (Mofete area) [Rosi and Sbrana, 1987]. These permeability values are144
scattered over a wide range, regardless to the sampling depth (10−17 to 10−13, with most145
of the value within 10−16 and 10−14). Porosity is also characterized by a large variability,146
ranging from 0.05 to 0.4, with the largest values associated to the shallowest rocks [Rosi147
and Sbrana, 1987]. The choice of rock properties illustrated in Tables 2, 3, and 4 is based148
on these data, and on modeling results. The four considered permeability distributions149
do not explore the entire range of possible permeability values, but clearly illustrate the150
influence of this parameter on the evolution of the hydrothermal circulation.151
In each simulation, the initial conditions are obtained by simulating a long-lasting (thou-152
sands of years) injection of magmatic fluids, and represent the steady state conditions as-153
sociated with the specific distribution of rock properties in each considered case. Starting154
from these initial conditions, the sequence of unrest and quiet periods taken from Todesco155
and Berrino [2005] is simulated for each considered permeability distribution.156
3. The observable parameters
The observable parameters calculated from each simulation include fumarole composi-157
tion, gravity changes, and the ground deformation caused by the circulation of hydrother-158
mal fluids. Gas composition is expressed as the molar ratio CO2/H2O, and is evaluated159
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near the surface, where a single-phase gas region forms. According to geochemical data,160
the fumaroles at Solfatara equilibrate within such a shallow dry-gas region before discharg-161
ing at the surface [Chiodini et al., 2003]. Gas composition is computed here by averaging162
the composition of all the grid blocks that belong to this shallow dry-gas region. Grav-163
ity changes may arise during volcanic unrest because of subsurface mass redistribution,164
as in the case of shallow magmatic intrusion, or because of ground deformation, which165
may displace layers of different densities or directly affect the density of rocks through166
dilatation or contraction. If deformation is caused by an isotropic source embedded in167
a homogeneous medium, the gravity change due to that deformation is zero [Walsh and168
Rice, 1979], but significant effects could arise if heterogeneous rocks are present [Amoruso169
et al., 2008]. At this time, however, we neglect the gravity changes arising from ground170
deformation or magma intrusion, and focus on the effects associated with the circulation171
of hydrothermal fluids. Gravity changes arise as fluid density evolves through time, due172
mainly to a variable distribution of liquid and gas within the system. Previous results173
have shown that the signals generated by the hydrothermal system alone can be of the174
same order of magnitude of the observed gravity residuals (obtained after correction for175
ground deformation using a measured free-air gradient) [Todesco and Berrino, 2005], im-176
plying that this contribution should be quantified and cannot be neglected where a wide177
hydrothermal system is present. Rock permeability affects the distribution of the fluid178
phases, and therefore may affect the gravity changes recorded at the surface. At any179
given time, the gravity change with respect to the initial conditions can be calculated by180
summing the contribution of each element of the computational mesh. At the surface,181
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and for an observation point placed at the symmetry axis, the vertical component of the182







where G is the gravitational constant; V is the volume of the pore space within each184
grid element;φ is the rock porosity; ∆ρf is the change of the average fluid density in the185
element, with respect to its initial value; z is the depth of the grid element; R2 = r2 + z2186
is the distance of the grid element from the observation point; and r is the radial distance187
of the grid element from the symmetry axis.188
Also in the case of ground displacement, we focus on the effects due to the hydrothermal189
fluid circulation. As the fluids propagate, heating and pore pressure changes act on the190
porous matrix and deform it. At this time, we neglect the effects that such deformation191
may have on the hydraulic properties of the medium: rock permeability and porosity192
do not change throughout the simulation. This approach, with a one-way coupling be-193
tween fluid flow and deformation, was used also by Todesco et al. [2004]; Hurwitz et al.194
[2007]; Hutnak et al. [2009]; Rinaldi et al. [2010] to obtain a first order estimate of ground195
displacement associated with hydrothermal circulation.196
Ground displacement is calculated here using a mathematical model based on the linear197
theory of thermo-poro-elasticity and on a system of distributed equivalent forces [Rinaldi198
et al., 2010]. Each grid block of the computational domain is considered as a potential199
source of deformation, and the final displacement is computed as a sum of the contribution200
of each element of the mesh.201
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At the symmetry axis, the vertical component of ground displacement uz can be com-202
puted, at a given time, as:203
uz =






where ν is the Poisson’s ratio; µ is the rigidity; ∆θ represents the dilatation (contraction)204
due to pressure and temperature changes within the grid element, and is defined as ∆θ =205
(∆p/H + αs∆T ) where 1/H = 1/K − 1/K ′s is the Biot’s constant; K is the isothermal,206
drained bulk modulus of the rock; K ′s is the bulk modulus for the solid constituent alone,207
and αs is the coefficient of volumetric thermal expansion; V and z are the volume and208
depth of the element; and R is its distance from the observation point.209
This approach assumes that the elastic properties of the rocks, shown in Table 5, are210
homogeneous throughout the system. In this work, such assumption implies that hetero-211
geneous systems are composed by rocks that have different permeabilities but the same212
elastic properties. We are aware that the one-way coupling between hydraulic and me-213
chanical processes and the assumption of homogeneous elastic properties represent a very214
crude approximation of the natural system, which will not provide a realistic description215
of the expected deformation. Nevertheless, we can use this theoretical exercise to high-216
light the role of rock permeability on the pattern of deformation caused by the simulated217
unrest.218
Radial patterns of changes of gravity and vertical displacement were also calculated at219
different times, to investigate spatial variation of these observables.220
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4. Homogeneous permeability values and associated initial conditions
This section investigates how the value of rock permeability affects the evolution towards221
steady state conditions in a homogeneous system. Three simulations were run, starting222
from the same initial geothermal gradient (120 K/km) and hydrostatic pressure profile but223
with different values of isotropic rock permeability, in the range 10−13-10−15 m2. Other224
rock properties are listed in Table 2. In each case, hot fluids are continuously injected225
at the base of the system, close to the axis, until the steady state is reached. Flow rate226
and fluid composition are the same in each simulation and correspond to the quiet-period227
values reported in Table 1. Different values of rock permeability affect the final conditions228
that characterize the steady state in each case. The steady-state distribution of volumetric229
gas fraction and temperature is compared for the three considered cases in Figure 2. In230
all three cases, fluid injection causes the development of a hot, two-phase plume. When231
the permeability is high (HO1, κ=10−13 m2), hot fluids can freely propagate upwards and232
reach the surface within a few years. The two-phase plume that forms is very narrow (ca.233
200 m at the base and 400 m near the surface) and, at its top, a small, dry-gas region234
forms within ca. 30 years, where there is no liquid water. At steady-state, the heated235
region remains close to the symmetry axis, while vigorous convection ensures an effective236
recharge of cold water through the top of the domain and keeps most of the system at a237
rather low average temperature (300 K).238
In the other two simulations, fluid movement is hindered by lower permeability values.239
In these cases, the continuous fluid supply at the base is not quickly compensated by a240
corresponding discharge at the top of the domain. Both pressure and temperature increase241
in the source region and a wider two-phase zone develops with time. In the intermediate-242
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permeability case (HO2, κ=10−14 m2) the plume is 300 m wide at the base and 1000243
m near the surface and hosts a larger dry-gas region. In the third case (HO3, κ=10−15244
m2), the steady state is characterized by a wide two-phase plume (more than 1 km at the245
surface) and high CO2 mass fractions are achieved near the top of the domain. However,246
the single-phase gas region never forms.247
In all three cases, the inflow of hot fluids is accompanied by ground deformation as-248
sociated with an increment in pore pressure and temperature within the system (Figure249
3). Pressure and temperature changes are faster and smaller for the more permeable sys-250
tem, while greater changes take place more gradually in the less permeable case. These251
changes deform the porous medium through time. Although these simulations evolve252
through thousands of years, and therefore transcend the time scale of monitoring sys-253
tems, we can still compute and compare the ground displacement that arises as each254
system moves away from its initial linear P,T profiles. The computed ground deforma-255
tion changes significantly for different values of rock permeability. Figure 3a compares256
the vertical displacement through time for the three considered cases (at the symmetry257
axis, i.e.: the site of maximum deformation). All simulations begin with a quick uplift258
phase, which is faster and shorter for higher permeability values: the permeable system259
reaches ca. 33 cm of vertical displacement after 82 years, whereas the less permeable260
system totals 1 m of deformation in 2000 years. In the most permeable case (HO1),261
the vertical displacement undergoes some perturbation due to the onset of small scale262
convective cells which affect the distribution of pressure and temperature within the sys-263
tem. After a second maximum is reached (34 cm, after 468 yr), the ground level begins264
to subside, even if the source activity does not vary. At this time, vigorous convection265
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drives cold, surface water toward the deeper portion of the domain, lowering the average266
temperature of the system (Figure 3b). In this simulation, any excess fluids entering the267
system at depth are quickly discharged at the surface, and the average pore pressure does268
not change significantly throughout the simulation (Figure 3c). Subsidence is somewhat269
slower than the initial uplift, but lasts longer and it drives the ground surface ca. 50270
cm below its initial elevation, where it stands to the end of the simulation. In the case271
with intermediate permeability, subsidence begins right after the maximum uplift (65 cm272
in 688 yr) is reached. Subsidence is much slower than the uplift, and by the end of the273
simulation the ground level is still ca. 27 cm above its initial elevation. In this case,274
the system undergoes a minor pressure perturbation that is quickly relieved: the residual275
displacement at the steady state is due to the very slow temperature decay that maintains276
the system hotter than the initial conditions throughout the simulation (Figure 3b). In277
the low-permeability case (HO3), permeability is sufficiently low that the system never278
relaxes: convective cells, which lower the system temperature in the other cases do not279
occur. Pore pressure increases significantly and is not relieved by surface discharge. As a280
result, no subsidence takes place and the ground level at steady state is still more than281
1 m above the initial level. Comparison between the three displacement curves and the282
corresponding values of average pressure and temperature in the system suggest that the283
timing of ground displacement, over the long term, is mostly controlled by the system284
temperature and induced thermal expansion [Hurwitz et al., 2007; Hutnak et al., 2009].285
Interesting insights derive from the analysis of the radial pattern of vertical displace-286
ment. Figure 4a compares the radial profile of ground uplift at the time of maximum287
deformation for the three simulations. In all cases, the uplift is maximum at the symme-288
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try axis and decays radially, resembling the profile expected for a small spherical source289
[Mogi , 1958]. Only in the most permeable case (HO1) is this profile disturbed by shallow290
convective cells near the symmetry axis. The radial extent of the uplifted area is largest291
for the less permeable domain, and reflects the size of the hot plume, which is significantly292
different in the three cases, although produced by the same fluid source at depth. Even293
at the time of maximum uplift some subsidence takes place at some distance from the294
symmetry axis, both for the maximum and for the minimum permeability. Subsidence295
(negative uplift) reflects the degree of cooling which takes place as the convection draws296
the cold, shallow water deeper into the system. Figure 4 also compares the radial distribu-297
tion of ground displacement after 1000 years (Figure 4b), and at the end of the simulation298
(Figure 4c). Maximum uplift declines with time, and deformation spreads over a wider299
area, as the system relaxes. In the case of high permeability, most of the deformation is300
associated with subsidence, which increases as the average temperature declines through301
time.302
The calculated deformations refer to the case of hot gases entering an initially cold and303
unperturbed system. However, active volcanoes such as Campi Flegrei usually have an304
active hydrothermal system, characterized by high temperatures and large gas fractions305
[Chiodini et al., 2001]. Our monitoring network must therefore capture signals generated306
in a system that is already hot and more capable of adjusting to pressure changes than a307
liquid-dominated system.308
5. Heterogeneous systems
Figure 1 illustrates the heterogeneous domain utilized for these simulations. The differ-309
ent rock domains are characterized by specific rock properties (Table 3). In all cases, the310
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permeability is higher along the vertical channel and at shallower depth. The three simu-311
lations presented below differ in the permeability assigned to each rock domain (Table 4):312
the first case (HE1) is the most permeable; in the second case (HE2), the permeability313
in each rock domain is one order of magnitude lower than in HE1; while the third case314
(HE3) maintains the same permeability values assigned to HE2, but with no transition315
zone and with a wider permeable channel that extends to a radius of 500 m. As in the316
homogeneous case, the initial conditions are obtained for each domain by simulating a317
long-lasting injection of hot fluids, according to the flow rate and composition specified318
in Table 1 for the quiet phase. Remarkable differences characterize the steady state at-319
tained in the three cases, reflecting the different distribution of rock permeability. Figure320
5 compares the steady state distribution of temperature and gas fraction obtained with321
the different permeability distributions. The intermediate-permeability homogeneous case322
(HO2) described above is also shown for comparison. In the more permeable case (HE1),323
fluids quickly ascend through the permeable channel and form a thin two-phase plume324
that is similar to that obtained with the most permeable, homogeneous domain (HO1,325
Figure 2a). In this case, however, the lower permeability of the transition zone (Figure 1)326
confines the flow within the channel, which thus is heated more efficiently. Dry gas forms327
not only at shallow depths and near the fluid source, as in HO1 and HO2, but extends328
throughout the channel. Due to the high permeability along the channel, injected fluids329
ascend quickly toward the surface, while the less permeable transition zone inhibits the330
recharge of liquid waters from the surrounding region. As a consequence, the gas fraction331
within the channel remains high and convection takes place only within the shallow, more332
permeable layer.333
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When the permeability is lower (HE2), we still observe preferential heating along the334
vertical channel and the development of a two-phase plume with a shallow dry-gas region.335
As seen for the homogeneous case, when permeabilities are relatively low, convective cells336
do not form. The heating due to fluid injection is not compensated by downwelling of cold,337
shallow waters. The system evolution is much slower, but heating progressively involves338
a wider portion of the domain, extending to the entire transition zone. The two-phase339
region is thus much wider than in case HE1, and some gas evolves at depth even within340
the horizontal layers. The overall gas fraction is lower, with respect to the homogeneous341
case, and the shallow dry-gas region is thinner and wider. Some pressure build-up occurs342
in the deepest portion of the domain, near the source region.343
The third heterogeneous case (HE3) is characterized by a wider central channel with344
the same permeability as the homogeneous case. The two-phase plume is hotter, dryer,345
and slightly less pressurized than in the homogeneous system. The high permeability346
within the vertical channel concentrates the source effects, favoring hotter temperatures.347
At the same time, the less permeable surroundings inhibit the recharge of cold water. As348
a result, the dry-gas region at steady state occupies most of the channel.349
To examine the effects of a pulsating source of fluids on a hot system, the steady state350
conditions achieved above are taken as initial conditions, and a sequence of unrest and351
quiet periods are simulated. The case with intermediate homogeneous permeability (HO2)352
is taken here as the reference case. The temporal evolution of the observables described353
above is calculated and then compared with results for heterogeneous systems.354
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6. Sequence of unrest
Each unrest event is simulated as a period of increased activity of the fluid source at355
depth, during which both the flow rate and the relative CO2 content are increased, as356
discussed in Chiodini et al. [2003]. We compare the response of different heterogeneous357
systems to the same sequence of unrest events, shown in Table 1 and described in Todesco358
and Berrino [2005] for a homogeneous domain. The system response is evaluated based359
on the evolution of the three observable parameters introduced above: the composition of360
the gas in the dry-gas region, gravity changes, and vertical ground displacement.361
6.1. Gas composition
Figure 6 shows the temporal evolution of gas composition, expressed as the average362
CO2/H2O molar ratio. Shaded areas in the figure indicate unrest periods. The tempo-363
ral evolution of this observable depends on the source properties and distance from the364
“sampling” point, but also on the initial composition of the gas phase within the system,365
and on unrest duration [Chiodini et al., 2003; Todesco and Berrino, 2005; Todesco, 2009].366
In all the simulations presented below, each unrest event increases the CO2/H2O molar367
ratio of the shallow single-phase gas region, whose composition is taken here as a proxy of368
fumarole composition. The four simulations are characterized by a very different behav-369
ior of this parameter. The evolution in the homogeneous case (HO2, Figure 6a) is fully370
described in Todesco and Berrino [2005]. The highest CO2/H2O molar ratio is reached371
after the first and longest unrest. Maximum CO2 enrichment is attained only after the372
unrest is over. After the peak, the molar ratio declines, at a slightly slower rate. Subse-373
quent peaks are progressively less enriched in CO2. The minimum value reached between374
subsequent peaks depends on the length of the quiet period. Over the entire simulation,375
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the unrest periods become progressively shorter, and the overall range of compositional376
variation becomes narrower and characterized by smoother variations. In this simulation377
the composition observed at the surface never corresponds to the composition injected by378
the source at depth (0.17 during the quiet and 0.40 during unrest).379
The first heterogeneous configuration (HE1) is characterized by the highest permeability.380
Compositional changes at the source are quickly transferred to the surface causing fast381
compositional variation (Figure 6b). In this case, the maximum molar ratio during the382
unrest reflects the source composition (0.4), as little dilution affects the injected fluids383
before they reach the surface. The peak values are reached during each crisis, shortly384
after the beginning of each unrest. After each peak, the molar ratio may decline slightly385
but only after the end of the crisis does the CO2 content drop down substantially, below386
pre-crisis values. The CO2/H2O ratio falls somewhat below the composition of the source387
during quiet periods, reflecting the presence of large amounts of water vapor that form by388
vaporization of liquid water that reaches the hotter, axial channel from distal regions of389
the system. Vigorous convection takes place in this case even during quiet periods. When390
the unrest is over, pore pressure in the axial region decreases and this drives a radial inflow391
of fluid from the transition region, especially at shallow depths where the permeability392
is higher. As these fluids enter the permeable channel, they flow upwards and reach the393
dry-gas region. As a result, the two-phase plume tends to shrink a little, but significant394
amounts of CO2 are driven to the dry-gas region, where they can increase CO2 content395
even during the quiet periods. This re-distribution of the fluid components adds to the396
effects of subsequent unrest events, and contributes to the very high CO2 enrichments. In397
this case, the duration of the unrest does not affect the maximum molar ratio: even the398
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shortest unrest yields similar enrichments, and the maximum value is achieved during the399
second unrest event.400
The compositional trends characterizing the second heterogeneous simulation (HE2) are401
somewhat similar to the homogeneous case (HO2). The rate at which gas composition402
changes is largely controlled by the permeability of the central channel, which in this case403
is the same as in the homogeneous case. The presence of the less permeable transition zone404
focuses the flow within the channel and leads to greater CO2 enrichments with respect405
to the HO2 case. Fluid circulation is not as vigorous as in the HE1 case; the dilution of406
CO2-enriched fluids associated with convection is limited, and leads to smaller declines407
during the quiet periods. As a result, gas composition never returns to pre-crisis values,408
and the effects of subsequent unrest periods cumulate through time and reach a maximum409
value at the third unrest. This maximum is higher than that achieved in the homogeneous410
system, and it is larger than some of the peaks obtained with the more permeable HE1411
system. This indicates that rock permeability may interact in a complex way with gas412
composition.413
In the third case (HE3) the permeable channel is wider and directly in contact with414
the less permeable horizontal layers, without a transition region in between. As described415
above, the dry-gas region occupies most of the channel. In this case, averaging the gas416
composition over the entire single-phase gas region would include both the composition417
at the source and at the sampling point, masking the time required by the fluids to418
migrate from the source to the surface. In the other cases, the single-phase gas zone only419
developed near the surface and represented a good proxy for fumarole composition. In420
this case, to obtain a near-surface gas composition, we averaged the CO2/H2O ratio over421
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the upper half of the dry-gas zone. Although the rock permeability above the fluid source422
is similar to the HO2 and HE2 cases, rock properties in this case determine a particular423
phase distribution that significantly affects the system response to the simulated sequence424
of unrest and quiet. The absence of a liquid phase within the central channel ensures a425
quicker response of the system to the changes in the feeding source. The CO2 enrichment426
is faster with respect to the homogenous and the HE2 cases, and the maximum CO2/H2O427
ratio is reached shortly after the end of each unrest. The first peak, which follows the428
longest unrest period, reaches the same CO2 enrichment (0.4) as the feeding source during429
the unrest. The post-unrest system reaction is also relatively fast. The CO2/H2O ratio430
rapidly declines to the value that characterizes the feeding source during the quiet periods.431
6.2. Gravity changes
The temporal variation of surface gravity at the symmetry axis is computed according432
to equation 1 and is plotted in Figure 7, for all the four cases considered. All simula-433
tions generate measurable gravity changes, but each case shows a very different temporal434
evolution and range of variation.435
Gravity evolution for the homogeneous case is described in Figure 7a. Each unrest436
period increases the gravitational attraction: larger amounts of fluids enter the system437
during these periods, and pressure build-up leads to higher fluid densities. When the438
system relaxes during the quiet, the gravity drops, due to decompression and the upward439
migration of the gas-enriched fluids injected during the crises. As the simulation proceeds,440
the gas fraction increases and the two-phase zone progressively enlarges upwards. When441
the widening of the two-phase zone reaches the surface, the system is more capable of442
accommodating pressure transients without displacing liquid water. As a result, further443
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unrest events only have minor effects on gravity. The homogeneous case is described with444
more detail in Todesco and Berrino [2005].445
The first heterogeneous system (HE1) is characterized by a rather complex gravity446
evolution associated with its very fast dynamics (Figure 7b). The beginning of each unrest447
period is signaled by a small, short-lasting peak that is immediately followed by a fast and448
large gravity drop. As in the homogeneous case, the positive gravity change reflects the449
addition of fluid, as the unrest begins. In this case, however, the permeability of the central450
channel is high enough to ensure a prompt system adjustment to the new conditions: the451
newly injected gases quickly propagate toward the surface, thereby increasing the average452
gas fraction within the system and causing an overall decline in gravity. When the unrest453
is over, vigorous convection persists, and drives large amounts of liquid water from the454
transition zone toward the central channel, causing a marked increase of gravity during455
the quiet period. This results in a wide range of gravity changes between subsequent456
unrests. At later times, the overall effect of subsequent crises is to promote convection457
and movement of liquid water toward the central channel, whereas the excess gas injected458
during each unrest is quickly discharged at the surface. As a result, the long term trend459
defined by gravity is positive, while the short-term variations become progressively smaller.460
In the second heterogeneous case (HE2), the evolution of gravity is controlled by the461
lower permeability of the system, which causes widespread pressure build-up during unrest462
and hinders decompression during quiet periods (Figure 7c). The resulting long-term trend463
is characterized by slow increment and a narrow range of variation.464
The gravity evolution associated with the third heterogeneous case (HE3) is broadly465
similar to the homogeneous case, being characterized by a long-term declining trend,466
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interrupted by sharp increments corresponding to the unrest events (Figure 7d). As467
discussed previously, changes associated with the simulated sequence of unrest events are468
concentrated in the central channel. Pressure and temperature variations, and associated469
changes in fluid density, propagate from the fluid source upwards, with only minor diffusion470
in the radial direction. This emphasizes the gravity changes computed at the surface. In471
addition, the permeable channel is dominated by the gas phase, which is highly sensitive472
to pressure perturbation and reacts to the changes in the system conditions. Because of473
these features, this system exhibits greater gravity changes than the homogeneous case.474
During the simulated system evolution, gravity changes not only through time, but also475
through space: the sequence of unrest and quiet affects the size and shape of the two-phase476
plume, and this affects the value of gravity at different distances from the symmetry axis.477
Figure 8 compares the radial distribution of gravity in the four simulations at three differ-478
ent times. Shaded areas in the figure highlight the radial extent of the permeable vertical479
channel and of the less permeable transition region. At the end of the first unrest (Figure480
8a), the high-permeability heterogeneous system (HE1) is the only one characterized by481
negative values. As discussed above, these early, negative values are associated with the482
very fast dynamic of this permeable system, wherein newly injected fluids quickly reach483
the surface, reducing the liquid fraction at shallow depths. Interestingly, the minimum484
gravity is reached at some distance (ca. 300 m) from the symmetry axis. The position485
of this minimum reflects the width of the two-phase plume, which widens as newly in-486
jected gases are added during the unrest. In simulation HE1, the two-phase plume is487
initially confined to the permeable channel. The effects of the first unrest propagate488
throughout the transition zone, and are small within the distal, horizontal layers. In all489
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the other cases, gravity changes at the end of the first unrest are positive and extend to490
a maximum distance of less than 1 km. Relative to the homogeneous case (HO2), the491
less permeable heterogeneous system HE2 shows only minor gravity changes, whereas the492
third heterogeneous case (HE3) exhibits the largest positive variation. In this case, the493
less permeable layers around the wide vertical channel confine the horizontal spreading494
of the ascending fluids and emphasize the effects on the surface gravity value. Figure 8b495
depicts gravity changes at the end of the first quiet period. At this time, the homogeneous496
(HO2) and HE3 cases have both relaxed and show negative gravity values in the axial497
region. In both cases, the edge of the two-phase plume is clearly marked by the presence498
of a local maximum. This maximum reaches positive values in the HE3 case, where the499
lower permeability of the horizontal layers hinders radial fluid propagation and thereby500
prevents effective dissipation of the pore pressure. Positive values characterize the other501
two cases, with slightly higher values for the more permeable system (HE1), where the502
inflow of liquid water to the permeable channel creates a complex pattern of fluid den-503
sity and associated gravity change. Figure 8c shows the radial profiles at the end of the504
simulation. At this time, the three profiles are substantially different both with respect505
to peak values and their positions. The more permeable system (HE1) shows a major506
(+94 µGal) positive change, which reflects the inflow of liquid water, with a similarly507
large (-83 µGal) negative peak nearby associated with the enlargement of the two-phase508
region within the transition zone. The less permeable system (HE2) is still characterized509
by a very smooth profile, with positive values (+34 µGal) in the axial region, where the510
overpressure has not yet relaxed completely, and a minimum value (-99 µGal) at ca. 740511
m from the axis associated with the enlargement of the two-phase plume, as the excess512
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gases injected during the unrest periods slowly propagate upwards. The homogeneous513
case (HO2) is characterized at this time by negative gravity changes, with a minimum514
value (-185 µGal) at ca. 600 m from the axis. The HE3 simulation is characterized by a515
similar profile, which however reaches a lower minimum (-342 µGal) at a greater distance516
from the axis.517
6.3. Vertical ground displacement
The ground displacement is calculated according to equation 2. Its temporal variation at518
the symmetry axis is shown in Figure 9 for the four simulations. In all cases, uplift begins519
as the injection rate is increased, right at the beginning of each unrest phase, whereas520
subsidence reflects the lower inflow of hot fluids during quiet times. Ground deformation521
is driven by changes in pore pressure and temperature, and its evolution is faster for522
permeable systems, where perturbations propagate faster throughout the system. In the523
homogeneous case (HO2), the sequence of alternating uplift and subsidence closely reflects524
the evolution of the fluid source and the duration of the unrest and quiet periods (Figure525
9a). A local maximum is reached at the end of each crisis, and is followed by slower526
subsidence during the quiet period. The rate of uplift is similar for the different unrest527
episodes, and the displacement associated with each crisis depends on its duration. The528
maximum uplift (ca. 8 cm) is therefore reached at the end of the first unrest period, which529
is the longest. Subsidence, on the contrary, becomes progressively slower for subsequent530
quiet periods. At the end of the simulation, the ground level is somewhat below its initial531
elevation because of the lower pressure and temperature in the system.532
In the case of the higher-permeability heterogeneous system (HE1), both uplift and533
subsidence are very fast (Figure 9b). Within a few months, the excess fluid injected534
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during the crisis discharges at the surface, relieving the pore pressure. At the same time,535
the high permeability favors inflow of cold water towards the deeper parts of the system,536
reducing the average temperature. The maximum uplift is therefore reached early in the537
unrest and subsidence begins before the end of the unrest. At the end of the crisis, the538
pore pressure drops, driving sudden subsidence that brings the ground level below its539
original elevation. After a minimum value is reached, a few months after the beginning540
of the quiet period, pressure and temperature slowly adjust to the new source conditions541
and the ground level slowly rises again. Because the ground level does not return to its542
initial value before the onset of a new crisis, the effects of repeated events cumulate and543
maximum uplift (12 cm) is attained during the third unrest event.544
The second heterogenous system (HE2) is the least permeable and shows the smallest545
changes in vertical ground displacement (Figure 9c). Temperature and pore pressure546
increase significantly, but these changes propagate very slowly from the source region. As547
a result, only minor deformation is observed at the surface during both the unrest and548
quiet phases. The low permeability does not allow effective decompression of the system549
during the quiet and hinders circulation of cold water from the shallow periphery of the550
system. As a result, the HE2 domain remains pressurized and heated even during quiet551
periods, and only minor subsidence is recorded at the surface. Repeated unrest events552
result in a progressive increase in ground elevation, which reaches its maximum value after553
the third crisis (7.4 cm after 136 months).554
The third heterogeneous case (HE3) shows the largest deformation (Figure 9d). As in555
the homogeneous case (HO2), the maximum uplift (17 cm) is reached at the end of the556
first, longest unrest, while subsequent crises are characterized by less deformation. The557
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subsidence during quiet times reverses the deformation and brings the ground elevation558
below its initial value. In this case, the presence of less permeable horizontal layers only559
500 m from the axis focuses the effects of unrest and quiet periods within the perme-560
able channel, emphasizing the influence of pressure and temperature changes. Pressure561
and temperature perturbation can effectively propagate to shallow depths but remain562
concentrated within the axial region, enhancing ground deformation.563
The radial distribution of ground displacement at different times also reveals inter-564
esting differences among the various cases considered. Figure 10a compares the radial565
distribution of vertical displacement at the end of the first unrest period. In all cases,566
the maximum uplift is located at the symmetry axis and deformation declines with radial567
distance, defining a profile similar to that one expected for a small spherical source. As568
pointed out in Figure 9, the maximum uplift is attained in the HE3 case, whereas the569
minimum deformation is associated with the less permeable HE2 domain. In the homoge-570
neous case (HO2), the ground displacement reaches an intermediate value which, however,571
is maintained over a wide area. In the heterogeneous cases most of the deformation is572
accomplished within the central portion of the domain. In all cases the uplift decreases573
below 1 cm, within the first 3.5 km of radial distance. At the end of the first quiet period574
(Figure 10b), deformation is still positive (uplift) for all the simulations, but differences575
among the various cases emerge. Pressure and temperature perturbations are not easily576
dissipated in the low-permeability HE2 case. As a result, the maximum uplift diminishes,577
but the radial profile of vertical displacement does not change significantly with respect to578
the end of the first unrest period. The permeable HE1 system is characterized by a rather579
complex pattern of deformation, which involves a maximum value at the symmetry axis,580
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a minimum value inside the transition region, and some uplift outside the transition re-581
gion. This pattern reflects the different behavior of fluid circulation within different rock582
domains. The homogeneous and HE3 case are characterized by similar patterns, with583
maximum displacement localized at the edge of the two-phase plume. The low permeabil-584
ity of the horizontal layers in the HE3 simulation confines the fluid circulation within the585
central channel and accentuates the decompression associated with the quiet period. At586
the end of the simulation (Figure 10c), after four unrest and four quiet periods, the HE2587
case is still characterized by the largest amount of uplift, but the radial profile now reflects588
the presence of the permeable channel and the intermediate transition region. In the more589
permeable HE1 case, the differences among different domains are larger, and maximum590
uplift is recorded within the transition region. Both the HO2 and the HE2 cases are591
characterized by some degree of subsidence, which is larger for the heterogeneous domain.592
In both cases, a local maximum indicates the edge of the two-phase plume.593
7. Discussion and Conclusion
In this work we discuss the influence of permeability structure on the evolution of a shal-594
low hydrothermal system fed by magmatic fluids. Starting from the simple conceptual595
model developed for the Campi Flegrei caldera [Chiodini et al., 2003], we first compared596
the steady state conditions achieved with different choices of rock permeability, given the597
same, stationary fluid source at depth. We then studied the effects of periodic unrest598
events, simulated as periods of increased source activity (in terms of flow rate and CO2599
content). The same sequence of unrest and quiet periods was simulated both for homo-600
geneous and for heterogeneous systems, in which different rock domains are characterized601
by different rock permeabilities. Although we do not perform a direct comparison with602
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the data from the Campi Flegrei caldera, the rock properties and the spatial distribution603
of rock types are consistent with available knowledge of the caldera settings [Rosi and604
Sbrana, 1987; Orsi et al., 1996; Vanorio et al., 2002; Acocella, 2008]. The range of values605
and the spatial distribution of permeability strongly affect the values achieved by state606
variables under given boundary conditions. When boundary conditions change (as when607
an unrest event is simulated), rock properties control the system’s reaction time, the rate608
at which system conditions evolve and the time at which they adjust to the new bound-609
ary conditions. Hydraulic properties also determine the fraction of the system volume610
that is affected by the changes, that is the system’s sensitivity to external perturbations.611
High permeability above the fluid source at depth favors the development of a thin, gas-612
rich plume which quickly reacts to changes in source activity. Wider plumes develop in613
less permeable systems, which are characterized by a slower evolution and by lower gas614
fraction. Low permeability favors heating and pressure build-up near the source region.615
When a permeable channelway is present in the axial region, and surrounded by less per-616
meable horizontal layers, the effects of source changes are confined within the channel617
and accentuated, while exchange of heat and fluids with the distal region of the domain618
is hindered.619
These differences in system conditions translate into very different behavior of param-620
eters that can be monitored at the surface. The signals that we record there result from621
complex interaction between degassing magma at depth, the host rock through which622
the fluids circulate, and the shallow waters that may permeate the rocks. The value623
and distribution of rock permeability affect the efficiency of the heat and mass transfer624
from the deeper region of the volcano toward the surface, control the degree of mixing625
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among different fluid phases, and influence the occurrence of chemical reactions between626
the fluids and between the fluids and the solid rocks [Todesco, 2008, and ref. therein]. A627
comparison between the variability of gas composition and gravity after an unrest period628
showed previously that gravity changes are more sensitive to source properties than gas629
composition [Todesco, 2009]. The simulations presented here show that the variability of630
gas composition is controlled by permeability (being higher for larger permeability values),631
and that compositional changes are accentuated when fluids are channeled along a per-632
meable zone surrounded by less permeable domains. When all rock domains are relatively633
permeable (HE1) compositional changes record a very fast reaction to source changes, but634
also a complex interaction with distal, water-rich fluids that can easily propagate toward635
the axial region during the quiet. The resulting trend of gas composition is characterized636
by local minima and maxima which occur during both the unrest and the quiet phases.637
When rock domains have a lower permeability (HE2), the system reaction speed is re-638
duced. Less vigorous convection hinders the propagation of the CO2-rich fluids injected639
during the unrest. As a result, the effects of subsequent crises accumulate through time640
and lead to higher CO2 enrichments. When a wider permeable channel is confined by641
less permeable rocks (HE3), fluids propagate through the channel and reach the surface642
with little dilution during the unrest. During the quiet period, fluid convection within643
the channel allows for an effective mitigation of the unrest effects, and gas composition644
tends to return to its initial value. The other two observables (gravity change and vertical645
displacement) follow similar trends: more complicated for the more permeable system;646
slower, with a progressive accumulation of the (minor) effects of subsequent unrests, for647
the less permeable system; similar to the homogeneous case, but with enhanced effects, in648
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the third heterogeneous case examined. In our simulations, the inflow of external waters649
in the permeable system modifies the signals generated during and after a crisis. All the650
porous rock is water saturated and therefore the availability of external water may be651
overestimated with respect to a real system. Nevertheless, the importance of this con-652
tribution (both from the thermal and compositional point of view) suggests the need to653
better define of the amount of shallow water entering fumarolic conduits in real systems.654
The three parameters (gas composition, gravity, and uplift) which are characterized655
by different temporal evolutions, are affected in a similar way by the permeability dis-656
tribution. At present, given a time series of an observable parameter, it is not possible657
to filter out the influence of the porous medium. Our simulations suggest that it may658
be important, and particular care should be taken as we try to infer the properties and659
conditions of the magmatic source from data collected at the surface. Although these sim-660
ulations are performed assuming no changes in rock properties through time, our results661
imply that fracturing or self-sealing processes could potentially lead to large changes in662
the observable parameters, even if the deep source remains unchanged. In this case, the663
departure of monitored signals from their baseline values (i.e., the apparent unrest) would664
not reflect the state of the magmatic system at depth, but rather the evolution of the665
shallower portion of the volcanic edifice. This once again invites us to use great caution666
while deciphering the meaning of unrest events.667
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Table 1. Source activity: mass flow rate and composition of injected fluids during unrest
and quiet times. Following Todesco and Berrino [2005], each simulation begins with an unrest
phase, and involves 4 unrest and 4 quiet periods. The unrest events last 16, 9, 8, and 3 months,
respectively; the following quiet times last 42, 56, 62, and 56 months, respectively. The fluid
mixture is injected into the system at constant enthalpy, corresponding to a fluid temperature of
ca. 623 K
Injected fluids Crises Quiet
CO2 (tons/day) 6000 1000
H2O (tons/day) 6100 2400
Total (tons/day) 12100 3400
CO2/H2O (molar ratio) 0.40 0.17
Table 2. Rock properties considered in the simulation of homogeneous system (HO). Rock
permeability is isotropic and, unless otherwise specified, is equal to 10−14 m2.
Density 2000 kg m−3
Porosity 0.20
Conductivity 2.80 W m−1 K−1
Specific Heat 1000 J kg−1 K−1
Table 3. Rock properties assigned to the different rock domains shown in Figure 1, in all
heterogeneous simulations : ρ, rock density (kg/m3); φ, porosity; W , thermal conductivity (W
m−1 K−1); C, specific heat (J kg−1 K−1).
ρ φ W C
FUMAR 1800 0.10 1.15 900
TRAN1 1600 0.15 1.15 900
TRAN2 1800 0.15 1.15 900
TRAN3 2000 0.15 1.50 1000
SHALLOW 1600 0.45 1.15 900
NYT 1800 0.35 1.15 900
DEEP 2000 0.15 1.50 1000
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Table 4. Values of rock permeability assigned to each rock domain in the 3 heterogeneous
simulations. When two values are listed, they refer to the permeability along the horizontal and
vertical directions, respectively.
HE1 HE2 HE3
FUMAR 10−13 10−14 10−14
TRAN1 8 · 10−14 8 · 10−15 10−14
TRAN2 5 · 10−14 5 · 10−15 10−14
TRAN3 10−14 10−15 10−14
SHALLOW 5 · 10−14 5 · 10−15 5 · 10−15
NYT 10−14 10−15 10−15
DEEP 10−15 10−16 10−16
Table 5. Mechanical properties used to compute vertical displacement. The values reported
below are used for all rock domains in all simulations, under the assumption that changes in
hydraulic properties are not accompanied by changes in mechanical properties. µ is the shear
modulus, K is the drained bulk modulus, K ′s is the bulk modulus of the solid constituent and αs
is the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient for the solid matrix.
µ 2 GPa
K 5 GPa
K ′s 30 GPa
αs 10
−5 K−1
Figure 1. Detail of the axial region of the two-dimensional, axisymmetric computational
domain. The domain extends radially to 10 km, and reaches a maximum depth of 1.5 km.
Bottom and lateral boundaries are impervious and adiabatic, while atmospheric conditions are
fixed along the top, which is open to heat and fluid flow. The source of hot, magmatic fluids
is indicated in red along the bottom, near the symmetry axis. Flow rate and composition of
injected fluids are listed in Table 1. Different shades identify the different rock domains used for
the simulation of heterogeneous systems, with darker colors associated with lower permeability
values. The rock properties used in different simulations are listed in Table 3.
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Figure 2. Steady state conditions associated with a continued injection of hot fluids at the
source for different values of homogeneous and isotropic permeability: (a) 10−13 m2; (b) 10 −14
m2; (c) 10 −15 m2. Shaded colors indicate the volumetric gas fraction and contour lines refer to
temperature (◦C). The injected fluids are listed in Table 1 (quiet).
Figure 3. (a) Temporal evolution of vertical ground displacement during the evolution to-
wards steady state for homogeneous systems with different values of rock permeability. The
displacement is calculated at the top of the domain, at the symmetry axis. The corresponding
evolution of average temperature and pressure (computed over the entire computational domain)
are shown in (b) and (c), respectively.
Figure 4. Radial distribution of vertical ground displacement for homogeneous systems at
different times: (a) when the maximum deformation is achieved; (b) after 1000 years; (c) after
10000 years of simulation.
Figure 5. Steady state conditions associated with continuous injection of hot fluids. Different
plots refer to different permeability distributions within the system: (a) homogeneous case (HO2,
10 −14 m2); (b) heterogeneous domain HE1; (c) heterogeneous domain HE2; (d) heterogeneous
domain HE3. Shaded colors indicate the volumetric gas fraction and contour lines refer to
temperature ( ◦C). The distribution of heterogeneous rock domains is shown in Figure 1, and
permeability values used in the three heterogeneous simulations are listed in Table 4.
Figure 6. Temporal evolution of gas composition corresponding to the sequence of unrest and
quiet periods described in Table 1. (a) Homogeneous domain (HO2); (b) heterogeneous domain
HE1; (c) heterogeneous domain HE2; (d) heterogeneous domain HE3. Shaded areas indicate the
timing and duration of unrest events.
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Figure 7. Temporal evolution of gravity changes corresponding to the sequence of unrest and
quiet periods described in Table 1. (a) Homogeneous domain (HO2); (b) heterogeneous domain
HE1; (c) heterogeneous domain HE2; (d) heterogeneous domain HE3. Shaded areas indicate the
timing and duration of unrest events.
Figure 8. Radial distribution of gravity changes at different times: (a) end of first unrest
event; (b) end of first quiet period; (c) end of simulation. Shaded areas indicate the radial extent
of the permeable channel and transition region.
Figure 9. Temporal evolution of vertical ground displacement (at the symmetry axis) corre-
sponding to the sequence of unrest and quiet periods described in Table 1. (a) Homogeneous
domain (HO2); (b) heterogeneous domain HE1; (c) heterogeneous domain HE2; (d) heteroge-
neous domain HE3. Shaded areas indicate the timing and duration of unrest events.
Figure 10. Radial distribution of vertical ground displacement at different times: (a) end
of first unrest event; (b) end of first quiet period; (c) end of simulation. Shaded areas indicate
the radial extent of the permeable channel and of the transition region. Note changes in vertical
scale between (a), (b), and (c).
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